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Loop Gain of the Common-Drain Colpitts Oscillator
Marian K. Kazimierczuk and Dakshina Murthy-Bellur

Abstract—This paper presents the derivations of the voltage
transfer functions of the amplifier A, the feedback network β,
and the loop gain T of the common-drain (CD) Colpitts oscillator,
using the small-signal model of the CD Colpitts oscillator. The
derivation of the characteristic equation of the CD Colpitts
oscillator is presented. Using the characteristic equation, the
equation for the oscillation frequency of the sinusoidal output
voltage and the condition for steady-state oscillation are derived.
The characteristic equation is used to obtain a plot of trajectories
of the poles of the CD Colpitts oscillator by varying the MOSFET
small-signal transconductance gm . The locations of the complex
conjugate poles depicting starting and steady-state conditions for
oscillations are also presented.
Keywords—Band-pass feedback networks, Colpitts oscillator,
common-drain amplifier, location of poles, loop gain, oscillation
conditions, positive feedback, resonant oscillators, tuned oscillators, voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT (IC) version of the singletransistor Colpitts oscillator [1]-[19] is widely used in
radio frequency (RF) applications [5]-[9], [17]-[19]. Oscillators are also commonly used in various applications of
power electronics [2], [3], [14]-[16]. The circuit of a commondrain oscillator is shown in Fig. 1. The derivation of the
characteristic equation of the Colpitts oscillator using a BJT
model is available in [1], [4], [7], and using the simplified
MOSFET model is given in [5], [8], [19]. The derivation of
the characteristic equation of the common-drain (CD) Colpitts
oscillator using the small-signal model of the MOSFET including its output resistance ro and the oscillator load resistance
RL , and the derivation of the loop gain of the CD Colpitts
oscillator are not available in the literature. The objectives
of this paper are (1) to derive the characteristic equation of
the CD Colpitts oscillator, and (2) to derive the equation for
the loop gain T of the CD Colpitts oscillator by deriving the
amplifier gain A and the feedback network gain β, using the
small-signal model. The characteristic equation is used to plot
the trajectories of the poles of the CD Colpitts oscillator.
Section II presents the criteria for oscillations and the smallsignal model of the CD Colpitts oscillator. The derivations of
the characteristic equation and the loop gain are presented in
Sections III and IV, respectively. Root locus plots of the CD
Colpitts oscillator and conclusions follow in Sections V and
VI, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Colpitts oscillator circuit with a transistor operating in commondrain (CD) configuration and biased by a current source I suitable for ICs;
complete circuit (a), DC circuit (b), circuit for the ac component (c).

II. SINGLE-TRANSISTOR COMMON-DRAIN
COLPITTS OSCILLATOR
A. Criteria for Oscillations
An ac equivalent circuit of the single-transistor Colpitts
oscillator in CD configuration is shown in Fig. 2. It consists
of a noninverting amplifier whose open-loop voltage gain is
denoted by A, and a noninverting frequency-selective feedback
network whose voltage gain is denoted by β. The load
resistance is denoted by RL . The closed-loop gain Af of the
oscillator is given by
Af =

vo
A
A
=
=
,
vf
1 − Aβ
1−T

(1)
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Fig. 5.
Small-signal model of the common-drain Colpitts oscillator for
determining the amplifier voltage gain A.

Fig. 2. A circuit of the single-transistor common-drain Colpitts oscillator
for the ac component (biasing not shown).

Fig. 3. Small-signal model of the single-transistor common-drain Colpitts
oscillator.

Fig. 6. Root locus plot of the closed-loop transfer function T of the commondrain Colpitts oscillator as gm increases from 0 to 1 A/V.

and the criterion of the imaginary part of loop gain for
oscillation is given by
Im[T (f )] = 0.

(6)

In order for the oscillations to start and grow, the magnitude
of the loop gain T must be greater than unity.

Fig. 4. Small-signal model of the single-transistor common-drain Colpitts
oscillator with the feedback network shown together with the transistor model.

where T = Aβ is the loop gain, vo and vf are the output and
the feedback voltages, respectively. The condition for steadystate oscillation at the oscillation frequency f is given by
T (f ) = A(f )β(f ) = |T (f )|ejφT (f ) = 1 + (0 × j).

(2)

The Barkhausen magnitude criterion for steady-state oscillation at the oscillation frequency f is given by
|T (f )| = 1

(3)

and the Barkhausen phase criterion for oscillation is
φT (f ) = 0 ± n360◦ .

(4)

At f , the magnitude of the loop gain must be equal to unity
and the phase shift around the loop must be zero. The criterion
of the real part of loop gain for oscillation is expressed as
Re[T (f )] = 1

B. Common-Drain Colpitts Oscillator Small-Signal Model
A small-signal model of the CD Colpitts oscillator is shown
in Fig. 3. The MOSFET in Fig. 2 is replaced by a voltage
dependent current source gm vgs in parallel with the resistance
ro , where gm is the small-signal transconductance of the MOSFET, ro is the small-signal output resistance of the MOSFET,
and vgs = vf − vo . The MOSFET gate-to-source capacitance
Cgs is included in the capacitance C1 . The MOSFET drainto-source capacitance Cds is included in the capacitance C2 .
The MOSFET gate-to-drain capacitance Cgd is neglected. The
output resistance of the transistor ro and the load resistance
RL are included in R, where R = RL ro /(RL + ro ). The input
resistance of the transistor is assumed to be very large.

(5)

III. CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION OF THE
COMMON-DRAIN COLPITTS OSCILLATOR
For the sake of clarity, the feedback network shown in Fig. 3
is moved together with the amplifier model as shown in Fig. 4.
Note that in Fig. 4, vgs = vf − vo . The current through the
series combination of L and C1 is


vo
sC1
 = vo
i= 
,
(7)
1 + s2 LC1
sL + 1
sC1
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Assuming the oscillations have begun, vf 6=0 in (11), therefore


 2
sC1
sC2 R + 1
s LC1 + 1
+
+ gm −gm vf = 0.
s2 LC1
s2 LC1 + 1
R
(12)
Simplifying (12) leads to

Fig. 7. Enlarged root locus plot depicting the complex conjugate poles in
the right-half plane required to start oscillations.

(LC1 C2 R) s3 + (LC1 ) s2 + R (C1 + C2 ) s + gm R + 1 = 0.
(13)
Equation (13) is the characteristic equation of the CD Colpitts
oscillator. Substituting s = jω in (13) and rearranging the real
and imaginary terms lead to



1 + gm R − ω 2 LC1 + j ωR(C1 + C2 ) − ω 3 LC1 C2 R .
(14)
Equating the imaginary part of (14) to zero, the equation for
the oscillation frequency is derived as
1
ωo = r 
 rad/s,
C2
L CC11+C
2
or
fo =

1
r 
 Hz.
C2
2π L CC11+C
2

(15)

(16)

Equating the real part of (14) to zero, and substituting (15),
the condition for steady-state oscillations is derived as
gm R =

C1
.
C2

(17)

Initially, for the oscillations to start and grow, the following
inequality must be satisfied
gm R >
Fig. 8. Enlarged root locus plot depicting the complex conjugate poles on
the imaginary axis required for the steady-state condition for oscillations.

and the current through L is
i=

vf
.
sL

(8)

Equating (7) and (8), we have
 2

s LC1 + 1
vo = vf
.
s2 LC1

(9)

Applying KCL at the source terminal S in Fig. 4, we have




sC1
sC2 R + 1
vo
+
v
+ gm (vo − vf ) = 0
o
s2 LC1 + 1
R
vo



sC1
sC2 R + 1
+
+ gm vo
s2 LC1 + 1
R



(18)

IV. LOOP GAIN T OF THE COMMON-DRAIN
COLPITTS OSCILLATOR
The loop gain transfer function T of the CD Colpitts
oscillator is derived with the aid of small-signal model of the
amplifier loaded by the feedback network shown in Fig. 5.
Using the small-signal model of Fig. 5, the amplifier voltage
gain A, and hence the loop gain T = Aβ are obtained as
follows. Using (9), the equation for the feedback gain β is
found to be
vf
s2 LC1
β=
=
.
(19)
vo
1 + s2 LC1
Referring to Fig. 5,
vo = −gm (vo − vf )ZL

(20)

from which the amplifier voltage gain A is found as
A=

− gm vf = 0. (10)

vo
−gm ZL
= 2
,
vf
s LC1

(21)

where ZL is the total load impedance seen by the amplifier
given by

 

1
1
ZL = R||
|| sL +
sC2
sC1

Substituting (9) in (10), we have
 2


s LC1 + 1
sC1
sC2 R + 1
vf
+
+ gm
s2 LC1
s2 LC1 + 1
R
−gm vf = 0.

C1
.
C2

(11)

=

R(1 + s2 LC1 )
.
s3 LC1 C2 R + s2 LC1 + sR(C1 + C2 ) + 1

(22)
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Substituting (22) in (21), the amplifier voltage gain A is found
to be


gm
R(1 + s2 LC1 )
A=− 2
.
s LC1 s3 LC1 C2 R + s2 LC1 + sR(C1 + C2 ) + 1
(23)
By multiplying (19) and (23), the loop gain T = Aβ is found
as
gm R
T = Aβ = − 3
s LC1 C2 R + s2 LC1 + sR(C1 + C2 ) + 1
=−

s3 +

gm
LC1 C2
1 +C2
s2 C21R + s C
LC1 C2

+

1
LC1 C2 R

.

(24)

The loop gain is described by a third-order voltage transfer
function. It contains one real pole and two complex conjugate
poles. For positive feedback, the feedback factor is 1 − T = 0.
Therefore, equating (24) to 1, we have
(LC1 C2 R) s3 + (LC1 ) s2 + R (C1 + C2 ) s + gm R + 1 = 0.
(25)
Note that by utilizing the loop gain T , the characteristic
equation obtained in (13) is derived alternatively as shown
in (25).
V. ROOT LOCUS PLOTS OF THE CD COLPITTS
OSCILLATOR
The characteristic equation of the CD Colpitts oscillator is
given by (13). Dividing (13) by
(LC1 C2 R) s3 + (LC1 ) s2 + R (C1 + C2 ) s + 1,

(26)

we have
gm R
= 0.
(LC1 C2 R) s3 + (LC1 ) s2 + R (C1 + C2 ) s + 1
(27)
Using (27), the root locus plots of the CD Colpitts oscillator
with gm as a variable and L = 50 µH, C1 = C2 = 10 µF, ro
= 100 kΩ, RL = 1 kΩ, and R = 990 Ω are shown in Figs. 6
- 8. As gm increases from 0 to 1 A/V, the real pole moves to
the left and the two complex poles move from left-half plane
(LHP) to the right-half plane (RHP) as shown in Fig. 6. For the
oscillations to start and grow, the two complex conjugate poles
must be in RHP as shown in Fig. 7 satisfying the condition
given in (18). For steady-state oscillations, the two complex
poles must be located on the imaginary axis as shown in Fig. 8.
From Fig. 8, it can be seen that when the complex conjugate
poles are on the imaginary axis, the values of gain gm R = 1
and frequency ωo = 63.2 krad/s are in good agreement with
the theoretical values calculated from equations (17) and (15),
respectively.
1+

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the derivations of the loop gain
T and the characteristic equation of the single-transistor
common-drain Colpitts oscillator, using the small-signal
model. The equation for the loop gain T has been derived by
first deriving the amplifier voltage gain A and the feedback
network gain β. The loop gain T is a third-order voltage
transfer function containing one real pole and two complex

conjugate poles. The equation for oscillation frequency and
the condition for steady-state oscillation have been derived
using the characteristic equation. By varying the MOSFET
transconductance gm , a plot of the trajectories of the poles
of the CD Colpitts oscillator has been given. The equation
derived for the steady-state oscillation condition has been
verified by investigating the locations of complex conjugate
poles at the frequency of oscillation. In order for the output
voltage oscillations to start and grow to a steady-state level,
the location of the complex conjugate poles must lie in the
RHP and move towards the LHP as gm decreases, and finally
lie on the imaginary axis for marginal stability. Analysis
of the common-drain Colpitts oscillator with gate-to-drain
capacitance Cgd is suggested for future work.
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